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Abstract
The aim o f this study was to analyse technical and tactical variables in relation to the 
tackle contest and try scoring in professional rugby union. Twenty-nine matches 
from the Domestic and European season of a professional male rugby union team 
were notated using a computerised analysis system. Thirty-seven performance 
indicators relating to technical and tactical components of the tackle contest and try 
scoring were identified through review of existing research literature and developed 
with two expert analysts from a professional rugby union team. Each performance 
indicator was compared between the case team and the opposition using Chi-Square 
test o f significance and revealed statistical differences in tackle contest profiles, tries 
scored per phase, pitch location and behavioural origin of tries. For the tackle contest 
patterns were shown for ‘going forward’ (p<0.001), ‘arm extended’ (p<0.001) and 
‘inside/outside clean’ (p<0.001) for the case team and their opposition. The case 
team scored more tries (n=64) than their opponents (n=42) during the Domestic and 
European season with more tries being scored during the first phase o f play and less 
tries scored in the eighth phase. The case team scored and conceded more tries from 
lineout’s, with the opposition scoring more tries from the yellow zone (50m-22m 
lines) on the field (24%). The findings highlight a number of factors that contribute 
to a successful tackle contest and to tries being scored for the case team. Analyses of 
technical indicators have shown that when the case team retains the ball at the tackle 
contest the attack was sustained and therefore, provide more scoring opportunities. 
However, in addition to keeping possession, it appears that the likelihood o f scoring 
tries is associated with specific areas o f the pitch in which behaviours occurred. The 
results of the tactical indicators have shown that playing within the attacking 22m 
goal line area increased the chance of tries being scored for the case team.
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1. Introduction
Performance analysis research within rugby union has, to date, mainly been 
associated with describing patterns o f play (e.g., Hughes & White, 1997; Eaves & 
Hughes, 2003) or the work-rates o f individual players and their respective positions 
(e.g., Carter, 1997; Deutsch, Kearney & Rehrer, 2002). However, more recently 
research has focused on the examination of performance indicators (Pis) as 
predictors of success in the sport (e.g., Hughes & Jones, 2005; Prim, van Rooyen & 
Lambert, 2006). Pis are referred to as, ‘a selection or combination, of action 
variables that aims to define some or all aspects of a performance’ (Hughes & 
Bartlett, 2002; p. 739).
Existing studies of Pis in rugby union have tended to examine technical 
performance indicators (i.e., number o f passes of play) and the characteristics of 
successful and unsuccessful teams/performances (cf., Ortega, Villarejo & Palao, 
2009). Technical indicators in performance analysis are variables that show the level 
of success at performing a particular skill, such as percentage of lineout throws 
won/lost (e.g., Hughes & Franks, 2004). In contrast, tactics refer to the relative 
importance of teamwork and targeting the technical strengths and weaknesses of the 
team (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002). For example, Pis related to tactics assess whether 
patterns exist in attack and defence and how teams score. These can therefore be 
useful in identifying strengths and weaknesses in performance and inform match 
preparation. The importance of distinguishing between technical and tactical 
performance indicators has been highlighted in other team interactive sports such as 
soccer (Reep & Benjamin, 1968; Taylor, Mellalieu & James, 2005).
Rugby union is a complex and dynamic sport with the objective o f the game 
is to score as many points as possible and to avoid conceding penalties (International
1
Rugby Board, 2003). There are several methods to score points in rugby union (i.e., 
tries, conversions, drop goals and penalties). However, in this study try scoring was 
examined as this represents the single highest points scoring method. Furthermore, 
previous studies (Jones, Mellalieu & James, 2004; Laird & Lorimer, 2004; Prim et 
al., 2006) have highlighted the importance of try scoring to success. Performance 
analysis is utilised frequently by teams seeking to gain advantage over their 
opponents and to score as many, or concede as few points as possible. However, 
there is a limited amount of research or coaching literature examining characteristics 
of try scoring and try scoring opportunities, especially with respect to the specific 
tactical behaviours that lead to these outcomes (Sayers & Washington-King, 2005). 
In a review of the International Rugby Board (IRB) statistics of try scoring Laird and 
Lorimer (2004) identified 75% of tries arose from possession gained within the 
opponents half and 39% from possession gained within the 22m line. Laird and 
Lorimer also reported a negative relationship between the number o f passes made 
and tackles made to successful tries, supporting the idea that tackles and passes 
increase the chance o f the ball being lost and hence a failure to score a try.
With regard to the technical aspect of performance, it has been suggested that 
the contact area of the game (i.e., rucks and mauls) is a key determinant of 
performance but has received little consideration in relation to try scoring (Wheeler 
& Sayers, 2009). Indeed Wheeler and Sayers identified that contact skills contribute 
significantly to the prediction of tackle breaks and the wide attacking patterns are 
associated with losing the ball, while van Rooyen, Diedrick and Noakes (2010) study 
of the 2007 World Cup pool stages found that greater number of rucks that a team 
created the more likely they were to win the game.
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The findings of Laird and Lorimer (2004), together with the match 
characteristics described by Wheeler and Sayers (2009) and van Rooyen et al. (2010) 
do provide some indication of the factors associated with success in rugby (both with 
regard to winning matches and try scoring). However, a more detailed consideration 
o f these Pis, particularly in relation to each other, to reveal successful tactics and 
strategies, is likely to provide greater insight into the mechanisms underpinning try 
scoring and subsequent success in rugby performance (e.g., comparing if  tries from 
possession gained in a team’s own half had more or fewer tackles/passes than tries 
scored from possession gained in the opponent’s half). This can be further 
strengthened investigating spatial aspects o f performance to determine if  there are 
patterns in the locations from where points are scored and conceded.
Within this thesis, limitations o f extant research will be addressed to model 
success in rugby union. In general, previous examinations of try scoring have 
focused on a specific performance characteristic or a limited selection o f Pis (e.g., 
Laird & Lorimer, 2004) and therefore preclude a more holistic approach to the 
development of performance profiles. Therefore, the need to focus on the tackle area 
will be examined due to the notion that this is a determinant of success (Wheeler & 
Sayers, 2009). In addition, technical indicators (i.e., strength in tackle) will be 
considered in detail when tries are scored to see if one variable is used more than any 
other (i.e., going forward has higher frequency than static). By identifying these 
behaviours, teams are able to utilise these methods (i.e., moving forward in the tackle 
contest) to gain advantage over their opponents.
Given the highlighted limitations within the rugby-based research literature 
relating to try scoring the aim of the thesis was to examine the Pis, and subsequent 
performance profile, associated with success (tries scored) within professional rugby
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union team. Specifically, this study examined trends from matches played by one 
single ‘case’ team against an aggregated data set consisting of their opponents. The 
case team approach provides a degree of control compared to aggregated data sets 
where there is a potential loss o f any meaningful information due to each team 
possessing different styles o f play, and consequently, diverse performance profiles 
(see Taylor et al., 2005). In contrast the aggregated dataset provides a method for 
cross validation of the performance profile of the case team and thereby offer some 
insight into the generalizability of the findings.
The first objective was to examine the key technical variable in rugby 
success, the contact area/tackle contest and the outcome of the tackle contest in 
relation to tries scored for a team compared to their opposition. Previous research 
that has examined the predictors of success within the tackle contest suggests that 
successful teams are more dominant at rucking (Stanhope & Hughes, 1997; van 
Rooyen et al., 2010). Therefore, based on the extant research literature it was 
hypothesised that each profile of the tackle contest for the studied team (e.g., strength 
in tackle, ball placement) will be identified as an important attribute in scoring tries 
against their opposition. Additional variables that can also contribute to a team’s 
successful performance are possession (more possession the more tries would be 
scored) phases (more tries would be scored during 1-3 phases), team gainline (the 
more gainline made against the opponents the more likely a try can be scored) and 
speed of ball (quicker the ball in used from the tackle contest, there is an increased 
opportunity to score, (Lim, Lay, Dawson, Wallman & Anderson, 2011; Wheeler, 
Askew & Sayers, 2010; Eaves & Evers, 2007)).
The second objective o f this thesis was to investigate tactical behaviours in 
relation to success in a rugby union team when compared to their opponents.
4
Specifically, the objective was to identify the location on the field where the try 
originated from (e.g. set-piece, open play), and whether the attacking team is more 
successful than the opposition in scoring tries from a particular area. In addition, the 
origin of possession will be analysed to assess whether tries are scored more from 
Lineout. Studies based on tactical behaviours have identified that teams tend to score 
more tries when gaining possession within the opponents half resulting in less phases 
to reduce the chance of error (Laird & Lorimer, 2004; Boddington & Lambert,
2004). Therefore, with the current study it was hypothesised that possession gained 
within the opposition half with limited amount o f phases will be important in scoring 
tries.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Introduction
The aim o f this chapter is to review the literature examining the performance 
analysis o f rugby union. The review will firstly give a general overview on the 
performance indicators and how it is used within rugby union (section 2.2). 
Subsequent sections will discuss research in rugby union on the technical indicators 
in relation to the first objective the tackle contest (section 2.3) and tactical 
performance indicators on try scoring for the second objective in relation to pitch 
location and origin o f possession (section 2.4). The chapter then concludes with a 
summary o f the key issues discussed in preceding sections in relation to the thesis 
research question (section 2.5).
2.2. General Performance Indicators in Rugby Union
Although research in rugby union is largely based on work-rates o f individual 
players, patterns o f play and law changes, more recently it has been suggested that 
researchers should focus on the development of performance indicators to allow 
accurate performance profiling (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002). Hughes and Bartlett 
(2002) defined performance indicators as a variable, or combination o f variables, 
aimed at defining some aspect of performance, and to be useful, should relate to a 
successful performance or outcome. Performance indicators can be divided into four 
categories: technical, and tactical indicators, match classification and biomechanical. 
Within this thesis technical and tactical indicators will be the main focus, as current 
performance analysis studies have not followed the guidelines in presenting this type 
of data (i.e., displaying the total frequency of all actions and present this data with 
the raw frequency or processed data, (Hughes & Franks, 2004)). Technical indicators
6
are variables that are used in isolation (Hughes & Franks, 2004) and indicate the 
level of success at performing a particular skill such as percentage of lineout throws 
won, missed tackles, successful passes and turnovers (Hughes, 2004). When 
presenting success rates the frequencies should be normalised against the number of 
occasions the skill was performed (Hughes & Bartlett, 2002). Tactical indicators or 
tactics refer to the relative importance of teamwork and targeting the technical 
strengths and weaknesses o f a team. Tactical analysis can reflect the style of play the 
team are undertaking by assessing indicators such as field position and forms of 
possession (James, n.d.). The collection of technical and tactical indicators can be 
used to develop performance profiles (Hughes, Evans & Wells, 2001), which may 
provide a representation of future performances. Hughes et al. (2001) described a 
performance profile as a description of a pattern o f a performance from the analysed 
team or individual. Performance profiles are typically created from collected 
frequencies of a combination of key performance indicators (Hughes et al., 2001). 
Vivian, Mullen and Hughes (2001) studied performance profiles in rugby union and 
suggested that individual skill profiles were suitable for comparison after five 
matches. Moreover, Hughes et al. investigated a number of samples required for a 
performance profile to be created and identified that between three and seven 
matches were needed to create true averages of the main behaviours. Although, it 
may appear that the larger database of matches to be analysed the more accurate the 
performance profile, but Hughes et al. identified that as the database increases in size 
the database becomes insensitive to the changes o f playing patterns. However, if  the 
database can become insensitive due to changes in playing patterns, other 
fluctuations o f performance in rugby union such as strength of opposition, previous
7
performances and environmental conditions can have an affect (Hughes & Bartlett, 
2002).
Table 1 summarise the studies that have attempted to analyse team 
performance profiles through the comparison of winning and losing teams. Hughes 
and White (1997) explored forward play in the Rugby World Cup 1991. Thirty-two 
matches from the World Cup were used to identify differences in patterns o f play 
between successful and unsuccessful teams. Forwards of the successful teams were 
able to dominate the lineout through using more options (i.e., presenting the ball off 
the top of lineout or driven maul), stronger at rucking and mauling and technically 
better at scrummaging. Whilst the study reported reliability and statistical 
procedures, Bland and Altman (1986) have suggested that using correlation 
techniques are limited as a method for confirming acceptable reliability because 
correlation measures the strength between two variables not the agreement between 
them. Bland and Altman also reported that investigators try to compare two methods 
with a range of values therefore, a high correlation is almost guaranteed. Stanhope 
and Hughes (1997) also examined team performance profiles comparing winning and 
losing teams in the 1991 World Cup. It was reported successful teams were found to 
be more effective at rucking and kicking which resulted in more penalties being 
gained and therefore exploiting the poor defending o f the unsuccessful teams.
A further study by Hunter and O’Donoghue (2001) attempted to examine 
offensive and defensive play o f winning and losing teams in the 1999 World Cup. 
Significant differences in possession and methods used to gain territory were found 
between winning and losing teams when entering the last third of the pitch. In spite 
of this, further analysis is needed before predictions are made on playing behaviours 
because the research has compared two or more teams. As a result, each team may
possess different playing styles and therefore the data may not be consistent 
throughout the study. Early publications based on winning and losing teams (e.g. 
Hughes & Williams, 1988; Hughes & White, 1997) can lose important information 
by comparing aggregate data of two or more different teams. Jones et al. (2004) 
stated that when two or more teams are analysed the performance profiles could be 
varied, as each team possess different playing styles. To overcome this limitation 
winning and losing performances of a single team should be considered as the study 
by Jones et al. found a number of statistical and practical differences. For example, 
the study analysed 22 team performance indicators over 20 matches played by a 
professional male rugby union team. It was found statistically that tries scored, 
lineout’s stolen and total turnover won had a considerable difference between 
winning and losing performances. By comparing winning and losing performances it 
can provide technical support to the team to improve performance as they can now 
optimize the amount of turnovers won and lineouts stolen per game.
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2.3. Technical Performance Indicators in Rugby Union (Tackle Contest)
Table 2 highlights that over 50% of research based on performance indicators 
in rugby union are related to the contact area/tackle contest. However, as previously 
mentioned the measures used within the studies are varied and therefore difficult to 
make comparisons. Rugby union is known as a collision sport with high emphasis on 
contesting for the ball at the tackle contest (McKenzie, Holmyard, & Docherty, 
1989). Many technical indicators o f the tackle contest are a key determinant of 
performance such as the strength of contact, ball carrier going to ground, supporting 
players and speed of ball when tackle is complete (Sayers & Washington-King, 
2005; Prim et al., 2006). Although the contact area is a fundamental aspect of 
performance within rugby union there is still a lack of published research on how the 
contact area can influence successful performance (Sayers & Washington-King,
2005). McKenzie et al. (1989) summarised the actions o f the ball carrier and the 
importance of supporting players. It was identified that teams needed to carry the ball 
beyond the advantage line to dominate the tackle contest. While McKenzie et al.’s 
conclusions support coaching theory, it is important to note that the results were 
conducted on amateur sport and therefore may not extrapolate to elite performance. 
Sayers and Washington-King (2005) published similar findings in the Super 14 
competition, which involved five teams from South Africa and New Zealand and 
four teams from Australia. The characteristics identified by the researchers were 
players that received the ball with greater intensity using stepping patterns were 
likely to dominate the tackle contest.
More recently Wheeler and Sayers (2009) have addressed technical indicators 
related to the effectiveness of the tackle contest based on modem day mgby. The 
findings suggested that tackle-breaks were achieved when the ball carrier had low
12
body height and strong leg drive. Conversely, when the ball carrier has high body 
height the opposition were more likely to turn over the ball at the breakdown. 
Therefore, it was concluded strong leg drive and low body height are effective 
characteristics o f the contact area. The research has provided critical understanding 
of the contact area but the study does not identify contact skills relating to successful 
performance.
Further analysis has been conducted to identify if  there is a relationship 
between ruck formation and success and failure of International/European rugby 
teams (van Rooyen et al., 2010; Smyth, O’Donoghue & Wallace, 2001). van Rooyen 
et al. (2010) reported that during the pool stages of the World Cup 2007 the greater 
number of rucks the team created the more likely the team would win the match. 
However, during the knockout stages the results were completely opposite with 
matches being won by teams forming fewer number o f rucks. The researchers 
broadened their study by exploring tactical indicators (i.e., pitch location for where 
the ruck was formed). During the two stages o f the competition the location o f rucks 
differed. The frequency of rucks in the attacking half of the pitch decreased as the 
number of rucks in the defending half o f the pitch increased throughout the knockout 
stages, van Rooyen et al. thought that these changes were due to the different 
abilities of teams during the knockout stages however, change in playing tactics 
could also have an effect. The results displayed were frequency data and using this 
approach alone may result in a loss of information being available (Hughes & 
Bartlett, 2002). By presenting a single set of data it can give unclear results on 
performance. For example if  team A had 12 turnovers and team B had 8 turnovers, 
we could assume team B had a better game but, if  team A had 48 possessions and 
team B had 24 possessions team A would be performing better because team A are
13
making errors once in four possessions whereas team B are making errors once in 
every three possessions. In summary, teams that are more dominant in the contact 
area appear to be more successful than their opposition. The few studies that have 
been conducted on the contact area (McKenzie et al, 1989; Smyth et al., 2001; 
Wheeler & Sayers, 2009) have not used consistent definitions (e.g., Smyth et al., 
2001) investigated the time of contact and pitch location where as McKenzie et al. 
(1989) used broader terms on when players went into contact with the ball based on 
close or intermediate contacts) and therefore making comparisons between findings 
difficult.
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2.4. Tactical Performance Indicators in Rugby Union (Try Scoring)
As highlighted in the previous section performance indicators related to the tackle 
contest, lineouts and turnovers are seen as the main area for team success. 
Ultimately, however, for the team to be successful they need to score more points 
than their opponents, as this is the principle aim of rugby union (IRB, 2008). Thomas 
(2004) reported the trends o f how teams have been scoring points over the past six 
decades from 1954 to 2004. His study noted that in the past ten years dramatic 
changes have occurred from teams scoring tries, penalties and drop goals per match. 
During 1994 the majority o f points scored were from penalty goals and the method 
with the lowest frequency was tries scored. But with the IRB changing many rules to 
make the game more expansive and exciting to watch the scoring trend changed in 
2004 with tries being recorded as the highest form of scoring points per match and 
penalty goals being the lowest per match.
The IRB (2003) provided a review of all tries scored during fixtures between 
the top ten international sides. The highest proportion o f tries were created from 
possession at their own lineout (50 tries), followed by own possession at scrum with 
22 tries and opponents kick with 21 tries. However, when analysis was conducted the 
opponents handling error and turnover were divided in two separate categories, if  we 
were to combine the two categories then turnovers would have a total of 27 tries. 
Laird and Lormier (2004) examined the IRB review of rugby in 2003 to compare 
their findings in relation to previous statistical analysis studies. Seventy-five percent 
of tries came from possession within the opponents half with 39% of the tries 
examined came from possession gained within the opponent’s 22m zone. It would be 
expected that majority o f tries would come from the opponents 22m zone as it is 
closer to the try line, more research would be required to identify whether possession
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has come from scrum, lineout, turnovers or kick reception. A further statistic Laird 
and Lorimer discussed was that 48% of the tries scored had three phases or less, 
concluding that the more passes used in a move will more likely result in and error 
and no try being scored.
Boddington and Lambert (2004) also investigated field position and scoring 
opportunities of the South African team during the 2003 Rugby Union World Cup. 
The system adopted was based on a grid with the correct field dimensions and the 
ball movements were then plotted on the grid. The marked areas indicated where the 
points were scored from where the movements began, and the distance the ball 
moved across the pitch. Boddington and Lambert found that 86% of tries began 
within the opposition 25m area with 65% of those tries starting from the two wing 
zones.
Previous research has not provided in-depth analysis into the nature of try 
scoring, with the majority of studies examining pitch location, number of passes and 
possession time in relation to scoring points (Table 3). Lim et al. (2011) examined 
try scoring further using Team Attacking Superiority (TAS) scoring system to 
identify if  consecutive periods of attack could predict try scoring within rugby union. 
Lim et al. analysed nine games from the Super 14 league from 2006 to 2008. Even 
though this study used more complex methods to predict try scoring, similar results 
were found to previous research in that 67% of try scoring occurred from three TAS 
periods or less. These results agree with the findings of Laird and Lormier (2004). 
However, Lim et al. noted that while teams would find it easier to score with lower 
number of TAS periods, the likelihood of converting these periods into points 
increase with more TAS periods than the attacking team can sustain.
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Overall, the existing literature has identified that majority o f tries are scored 
from the opponents’ 22m from lineout and turnover. However, the literature has 
identified where tries are scored from there is limited research into the specific 
technical and tactical characteristics o f try scoring. For example number o f phases 
for a try to be scored and the events that lead to tries being scored such as the 
effectiveness of the tackle contest.
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2.5. Summary
This review has discussed performance analysis research within rugby union, 
specifically technical (tackle contest) and tactical (pitch location) indictors. To date, 
research has not examined the technical and tactical indictors to identify those 
variables associated with successful performance (i.e., try scoring). This review has 
highlighted that the tackle contest is considered a key technical factor in rugby 
performance yet has received limited detailed examination. In particular, the strength 
o f contact, ball carrier going to ground, supporting players and speed o f ball are all 
fundamental skills that can influence the performance of the tackle contest. Although 
the existing research has provided technical information regarding the tackle contest 
it has not analysed the tackle contest in relation to successful performance. In 
addition, there are a number of methodological issues with the current research, such 
as the type o f statistical analysis and the procedures used to conduct the studies, this 
making it difficult to make accurate comparisons between the research findings.
In relation to try scoring, research has identified the majority of tries are 
scored from the opponents’ 22m line from lineout and turnovers. However, 
comparisons between studies are difficult because allocation of zones on the pitch 
vary. Combining numerous aspects of rugby union within this thesis (tackle contest 
and try scoring) will allow for the identification o f potential variables within these 
areas (e.g. strength of contact) that characterise successful performance. Further, 
existing studies have been limited by aggregating data sets of different teams rather 
than analysing one team’s success and failure. Studies that have combined a number 
o f teams to assess winning and losing performances (e.g., Hughes & White, 1997; 
Hunter & O’Donoghue, 2001) can result in a loss of meaningful information due to 
each team having different playing styles and consequently, varied performance
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profiles (Taylor et al., 2005). Jones et al. (2004) overcame this limitation by 
comparing winning and losing performances of a single team and found a number of 
significant statistical and practical differences. Therefore, during this study 
conducting the analysis using a single team against their opposition will allow the 
greater insight and allow findings to be cross validated (e.g., identifying whether the 
case team scores and concedes in the same manner as their opposition).
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3. Methods
3.1. Design
The commercial digital video analysis system ‘SportsCode Elite’ (Sportstec, 2011) 
was used to analyse professional rugby union matches from a single team competing 
in the Domestic and European competition during the 2010/2011 season. This was 
achieved in three stages. The first stage involved the identification of technical team 
performance indicators related to the tackle contest and a list o f valid tactical team 
performance indicators to examine how tries are scored. Elite rugby union 
performance analysts {n=2) with over ten years experience were then asked to 
check/amend and add to the list if  needed. Next, the match data was captured using a 
coding window (Figure 1) that was able to convert the specific behaviours into 
figures. This enabled comparisons between team’s possessions resulting in tries 
scored versus possession not resulting in tries being scored. The tries conceded by 
the case team were also analysed. Finally, statistical techniques were employed 
(section 3.9) to investigate whether distributions of variables differed between the 
case team and their opposition and also between key technical/tactical variables (e.g., 
number o f phases and tries scored, tackle contest profiles, speed o f ball profiles, 
gainline profiles, turnover profiles, penalty/free kick profiles and origin o f possession 
and pitch location).
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O O P ______________________Try Code Window___________________________ C~)
n c ® 1 T S i i  $  ”  3 t e z i @ F7
Capture Code Labe: Edt Matrix Eote* (TAB) O ca ' (ESC) Reset Button Keys Lnks
Default ead 0
From Penalty
From Turnover
i r a i | P2 1 Gaol me B'eak |
iLliJ ■ | GanKie + j
11 Go ng f  *o | j 2 A<-n [ s to re  | [ 3 inside Clean 11W M 1
| I S ta te  11 2 S sjcczc  | j:I Outside Clean | j
| l  S e fc a tn g | |  2 Poor | 3 C ear Out 11■ H
FRRORS
Turnover Contact
Turnover T
Turnover
Figure 1: Coding window used to analyse the tackle contest and tries scored
3.2. Participants
Twenty-nine matches played by a professional rugby union team from Domestic and 
European competition in 2010/2011 season was used for the study. This included 14 
home and 15 away games, with the case team winning 15, losing 13 and drawing 1. 
The team scored a total of 681 points and conceded 549, averaging 23 points for and 
19 against. Team members ranged in age from 18 to 38 years (mean=25.7 years, 
standard deviation=4.72). Fifty-five percent of the case team squad had represented 
their country at international level with a sum of 926 caps. Before the study began 
consent was given by the team's Director of Coaching to use the footage and ethical 
approval was gained from the Swansea University Sport and Exercise Science 
Research Ethics Committee.
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3.3. Measures
3.3.1. Identification of Technical Performance Indicators
Identification o f technical performance indicators was undertaken via a four-step 
process. Initially, a list o f rugby union technical performance indicators was 
generated using prior scientific publications related to successful/unsuccessful 
performances in rugby union (Table 1) and rugby-specific performance indicators 
(Table 2). This list was then discussed with performance analysts from the case team 
(«=2). The purpose of the list being discussed with the analysts is that expert 
knowledge is used to develop the system so that collected data is relevant and 
problematic areas such as the tackle contest are identified and operational definitions 
outlined. To ensure that the coding o f behaviours was consistent, operational 
definitions for each performance indicator were created (Partridge & Franks, 1989). 
Next, after establishing the relevant performance indicators, the list was presented to 
the research supervisors and analysts to validate and add to the list if  required. The 
research supervisors and analysts also verified the operational definitions and 
amended where appropriate. Complete lists of performance indicators are shown in 
Table 4.
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Table 4. Technical performance indicators and operational definitions
Technical
Indicators Operational Definitions
Gainline Break Carrier has made a clean break through the defensive line.
Gainline + Pener1 Carrier has made a break around the defensive line.
Gainline + Carrier has gained ground from when the previous phase 
occurred.
Gainline 0 Carrier has not gained or lost ground from when the previous 
phase occurred.
Gainline - Carrier has lost ground from when the previous phase occurred.
Going Forward The ball carrier gains a dominant position over the defender 
when tackled irrespective o f team gainline.
Static The ball carrier is tackled, neither the carrier or tackier gains a 
dominant position irrespective of team gainline. e.g. has been 
tackled in the same position of receiving the ball.
Retreating The ball carrier is tackled and the defender gained a dominant 
position irrespective of team gainline.
Arm Extended When the ball carrier is on the ground after being tackled is 
facing the attacking team and presents the ball at arm length 
away from the body to the same team.
Squeeze Ball carrier going to ground usually keeping the body parallel 
to touchline, holding the ball to the chest, when on ground 
protecting the ball by pushing it back through the legs.
1 Abbreviation Pener = Penetration
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Poor Ball carrier has not been able to present the ball cleanly for the
acting scrum-half to pass the ball.
Inside Clean The attacking player clearing the tackle contest on the inside.
E.g. ball carrier been passed the ball from left, left is known as
the inside.
Outside Clean The attacking player clearing the tackle contest on the outside.
E.g. the opposite side to where the ball had been received.
Clear Out The attacking player has entered the tackle contest to
completely take out a defensive player so they cannot compete
for the ball.
Quick The time it takes the acting scrum-half to move the ball away
from the contact area - 0 seconds to 2.5 seconds.
Average The time it takes the acting scrum-half to move the ball away
from the contact area - 2.6 seconds to 6 seconds.
Slow The time it takes the acting scrum-half to move the ball away
from the contact area -  6+ seconds.
Try/Penalty Try When an attacking player is first to ground the ball in the
opponents’ in-goal, a try is scored. Penalty try is awarded if  a
defender commits a professional foul against the ball carrier
who is simultaneously scoring a try.
Indicators for possession entering the 22m not scoring a try due to an error
Possession Analysis begins from the 1st phase when the analysed team
entering 22 meter enters the 22m line in the direction of the teams attack (termed
Zone Green, see Table 5).
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Turnover Hand Possession conceded due to handling error (e.g. Knock on, 
Forward Pass).
Turnover Contact Possession conceded in contact (e.g. Jackal, 1 on 1 Rip, Knock 
on in tackle, Includes Ruck Lost).
Turnover Kick Possession conceded due to kicking error (e.g. Charge down,
Out on Full (in touch / Dead), not retrieving own kick.
Turnover Touch Player in possession of the ball has been tackled or run into
touch.
Turnover Other Lost possession by interception, accidental offside or losing the
ball through other means which have not been mentioned 
above.
Penalty/FK For When the opposition has committed the infringement and the
analysed team is given possession of the ball.
Penalty/FK When the analysed team has committed the infringement and
Against the opposition is given possession of the ball.
Phase 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, A phase is known as a unit o f play, this is the period of play 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10+ extending from re/start o f play until the next breakdown in
play, which can either be a ruck, maul or end of play.
3.3.2. Identification o f Tactical Performance Indicators
Specific tactical performance indicators were firstly listed using prior scientific 
rugby union publications related to try scoring in rugby union (Table 3). The process 
of validating these measures was carried out in the same way as that of the 
identification of the technical indicators (section 3.3.1). Complete lists of tactical 
performance indicators are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Tactical Performance Indicators and Operational Definitions
Tactical
Indicator Operational Definition
Zone 4 Red The analysed teams possession began from their try line to 22m 
before entering the opposition 22m or scoring a try.
Zone 3 Blue The analysed teams possession began from their 22m line to Vz 
way before entering the opposition 22m or scoring a try.
Zone 2 Yellow The analysed teams possession began from the Vz way line to 
attacking 22m before entering the opposition 22m or scoring a 
try.
Zone 1 Green The analysed teams possession began from the attacking 22m 
line to the try line.
From Restart The analysed team received possession from when the 
opposition kicked a restart that occurs at the start o f each half 
and after a score or touch down.
From Lineout The analysed team received possession from a lineout. Lineout 
is a set-piece where the hooker throws the ball into play 
between a row of players from each team after the ball has gone 
into touch.
From Scrum The analysed team received possession from a scrum. Scrum is 
a means of restarting play after a minor infringement. It 
involves eight players from each team, interlocking.
From Kick Occurs when a player receives the ball from a kick by the
Reception opposition.
From Penalty The analysed team received possession when the opposition 
conceded a penalty under pressure.
From Turnover The analysed team received possession when the opposition 
lost the ball in open play.
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3.4. Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted to assess the validity and reliability of the developed 
computerised notation system. Thomas and Nelson (1996) outline that by conducting 
a pilot study problems can be corrected and an increase in knowledge of the system 
will be gained. For this purpose, a single match from the domestic season of the case 
team that was not involved in the full analysis was used to examine the Pis to ensure
all operational definitions were understood and clear for the reliability testing.
When the initial design (Figure 2) of the coding window was tested the 
diagram of the piteh highlighted inconsistencies, as it was difficult to see where one 
zone started and finished. This was overcome by changing the colours of the zones as 
shown in Figure 1. Other changes that were made from the initial design is that 
'Penalty Try' code button was not needed, therefore penalty tries and tries were 
coded as 'TRY'.
Try Code W indow
- * *  ©  A  ^  ^  0
Caoture Cock Edt Enter (TAB) O es' (ESC) Recet Button Keys Loks 
Default «ad 0
!
i r n i 1 P2 11 Gan me Break
iri r ir7riE*'*»*pH
[ ' «  11 M ' l l
l T J
11 Sc ng f 112 An) Cater a | | 3 Iniid* Clean |
I 1 S lit c 11 2 S sjco ic  | | i  Outside Clean 1
11 Pet-cit -.g 11 2 Poor 11 3 Cear C jt 1
Penalty TRY 11
Figure 2: Initial design of the coding window .
3.5. H ardw are and Software
The ‘SportsCode’ digital video analysis system for Apple Macintosh was used to 
code (coding window Figure 1) all the observed instances of the identified 
performance indicators. The 29 pre-recorded rugby union matches were stored on a
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‘Western Digital My Passport’ external hard drive (500GB) within the College of 
Engineering, Swansea University. Apple Macintosh Version 10.6.8, Microsoft Office 
2008 (Microsoft Corporation, 2008) and SPSS Statistics Version 19 (SPSS Inc, 
2010) were used to complete full statistical analysis.
3.6. System Reliability
Reliability is defined as the consistency of measurements, or of an individual’s 
performance, on a test (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998). Reliability analysis was conducted 
to ensure the system is acceptable and working correctly. Inter- and intra-observer 
reliability was performed to ensure the accuracy and consistency o f data entry. The 
author completed intra-observer reliability on two occasions, separated by a seven- 
day period. Inter-observer reliability followed a similar procedure, but the author and 
an experienced rugby notational analyst coded the sample match. Data was then 
exported into frequency tables from ‘SportsCode’, which enabled errors to be 
identified. The data was compared using the calculation percentage error (Hughes, 
Cooper & Nevill, 2002) with a 5% error level, which has been deemed acceptable for 
each variable (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998).
3.7. Procedure
The analysed team’s matches were recorded in MP4 format; all footage from the 
Domestic and European competition was transferred to a ‘Western Digital My 
Passport’ external hard drive (500GB). From the original footage, selected instances 
(tries scored and possession into the 22m) were exported from each match creating 
two databases. This process removed the unwanted movie data and compiles all the 
information needed into a separate file. All matches were then viewed and coded 
using the selected performance indicators in ‘SportsCode’. The software
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‘SportsCode’ enabled the analyst to code observed behaviors using single key 
presses (e.g., From Restart). However, for the more detailed analysis several codes 
could be used simultaneously (e.g., if  the team started a phase and went into contact, 
the phase number was input followed by the descriptors for the tackle contest). Once 
all the footage was coded the data was exported into ‘Microsoft Excel’ (Microsoft 
Corporation, 2008) for initial review and SPSS 19 (SPSS inc, 2010) was used for 
statistical analysis.
3.8. Data Analysis
Technical and tactical indicators were presented as frequency data and percentages 
for comparisons between the case team and their opposition (Hughes & Bartlett, 
2002). In addition, appropriate statistical analysis was conducted using chi-square 
tests o f significance to make a comparison between performance indicators (only 
significant differences will be reported in the results section). The chi-square test 
examines the difference between the observed frequencies of events and the expected
frequency of events (as calculated from the data). Specifically, the chi-square statistic
2 2 2 ( X ) is given by X  =(0-E) /E  where O is the observed frequency o f an event and E is
the expected frequency (Field, 2009). When calculating chi-square the expected
frequencies in each category should be greater than 5 to have an accepted threshold
o f significance, performance indicators with values less than 5 have no association
between the independent and dependent variables (Field, 2009). However, when the
data sets are small or tables are sparse using chi-square alone may fail to produce
accurate results. Therefore, to overcome these limitations, the Monte Carlo Test was
used to simulate the chi-square statistic and associated significance level. The Monte
Carlo Test provides an unbiased estimate of the exact p  value (SPSS, 2010).
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Where the chi-square test of significance resulted in a p<0.05, post-hoc 
examination of the standardised residuals (O  — E l^ [ E ) was undertaken to identify 
where the specific differences were (see Field, 2009). Standardised residuals 
represent the error between what the model predicts (i.e., expected frequency) and 
the data collected (i.e., the observed frequency). Standardised residuals that have a 
positive value mean that the cell was over-represented in the actual sample compared 
to the expected frequency (i.e., there were more observations in a category than 
expected). Standardised residuals that have a negative value mean that the cell was 
under-represented in the actual sample compared the expected frequency (i.e., there 
were fewer observations in a category than expected). Standardised residuals greater 
than ±1.96 are significant at the p<0.05 level, standardised residuals greater than 
±2.58 are significant at the/?<0.01 level and standardised residuals greater than ±3.29 
are significant at the /?<0.001 level (Field, 2009). The use o f standardised residuals 
represents an improvement on many previous studies where data were simply 
‘eyeballed’ following a significant p  value, with the researcher making assumptions
about where the specific differences has occurred. Finally effect sizes were
2 2 calculated for all chi-square tests using Phi (% Qbt /  (N)(K -1)). Where x ob is the
obtained chi-square value, N  is the total sample size across all categories and K  -  1 is
the number of categories minus one. Phi was calculated where the association
between the behaviour performed and the team performing the behaviour was being
assessed while the methods outlined by Hinkle, Wiersma and Jurs (2003) were
followed for the chi-square tests of independence (i.e. where the frequency of
behaviour was being analysed within teams).
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4. Results
4.1. Reliability
Reliability analysis indicated that for all variables the level of intra-observer 
agreement was 100%. Inter-observer reliability exceeded 98% for the frequency of 
variables. The variable o f speed of ball had one discrepancy with one extra ‘quick 
ball’ notated. After discussions with the second coder it seemed that the quick ball 
button was accidently pressed as the average speed of ball had already been 
registered. Therefore, the system was deemed acceptable for the intended analysis, 
(see Appendix 1-4 for exported frequency tables relating to reliability results).
4.2. The Tackle Contest for Tries Scored
In the tackle contest (Table 6) the case team (^2(2)=161.1,/?<0.001, Phi=0.57) and 
the opposition (x2(2)=138.58,/?<0.001, Phi=0.54) had more players ‘Going Forward’ 
(case standardised residual: 10.22; opposition standardised residual: 9.53) and less 
players being ‘Static’ (case standardised residual: -3.64; opposition standardised 
residual: 3.78).
Differences were observed in ‘Ball Placement’ (x2(2)=208.62, /?<0.001, 
Phi=0.81) with players using the ‘Arm Extended’ method (standardised residual: 
11.80) over ‘Squeeze’ and ‘Poor’ techniques (standardised residual: -5.96 and -5.82 
respectively). This was replicated by the opposing teams (x (2)=158.42, /?<0.001, 
Phi=0.63) with players’ performing significantly more ‘Arm Extended’ ball 
placements (standardised residual: 10.27) over ‘Squeeze’ and ‘Poor’ placements 
(standardised residual: -5.22 and -5.06 respectively).
Differences were found at the ‘Tackle Clearance’ for the case team 
(X2(2)=\ 17.64, /?<0.001, Phi=0.19) with players using the ‘Inside’ and ‘Outside
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Clean’ method (standardised residual: 4.38 and 4.48 respectively) over the ‘Clear 
Out’ method (standardised residual: -8.86). The opposition also displayed the same 
pattern (^ 2(2)=117.21,/?<0.001, Phi=0.23) with greater ‘Inside’ and ‘Outside Clean’ 
(standardised residual: 4.26 and 4.58 respectively) and less ‘Clear Out’ (standardised 
residual: -8.84).
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4.3. Number of Tries Scored and Conceded per Phase
Differences were found for the case team (Table 7) between the amount of 
possession in each phase (x (9)=139.77, /?<0.001, Phi=0.07). Specifically, more 
possessions in phase one (standardised residual: 9.00) and phase two (standardised 
residual: 4.08). Possession was less in phases seven, eight, nine and ten (standardised 
residuals: -2.76, -3.18, -3.40 and -2.33 respectively). Similar findings were found 
with the opposition’s first and second phases (standardised residuals: 5.98 and 3.33 
respectively) whilst phases eight, nine and ten (standardised residual: -2.94, -3.42 
and -1.25) had less.
The number o f tries scored by the case team differed in each phase 
(^2(9)=62.56, /?<0.001, Phi=0.11), with more tries scored in the first phase 
(standardised residual: 6.56) and less tries scored in phase eight (standardised 
residual: -2.13). Similarly, the opposition C^ 2(9)=21.33, p<0.05; Monte Carlo Test, 
/?=<0.05, Phi=0.06) scored more tries during the first phase (standardised residual: 
3.32).
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Table 7: Frequency and percentage of tries scored and conceded per phase
by the case team and the opposition
Case Team Opposition
Frequency of 
Tries by phase 
(% Overall 
Tries)
Possession 
(Tries scored/total 
phase possessions)
Frequency of 
Tries by phase 
(% Overall 
Tries)
Possession 
(Tries scored/total 
phase possessions)
Number
of Phases
Phase 1 23 23/64 11 11/4236% 36% 26% 26%
Phase 2 11 11/41 6 6/3117% 27% 14% 19%
Phase 3 914%
9/30
30%
7
17%
7/25
28%
Phase 4 5 5/21 3 3/188% 24% 7% 17%
Phase 5 23%
2/16
13%
4
10%
4/15
27%
Phase 6 5 5/14 1 1/118% 36% 2% 9%
Phase 7 2 2/9 5 5/10
3% 22% 12% 50%
Phase 8 12%
1/7
14%
2
5%
2/5
40%
Phase 9 2 2/6 1 1/33% 33% 2% 33%
Phase 4 4/11 2 2/12
10+ 6% 36% 5% 17%
Total
Tries n==64 n-=42
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4.4. Gainline Type for Case Team and Opposition at the Tackle Contest
At the tackle contest for the case team (Figure 3) there were differences between the 
type o f team Gainline ( /2(4)=133.80, /?<0.001, Phi=0.16) with more ‘Gainline + ’ 
(standardised residual: 9.27) and less ‘Gainline + Pener’ and ‘Gainline 
(standardised residual: -4.98 and -4.51 respectively). Similarly, the type o f Gainline 
differed by the opposition (^2(4)=86.97, j?<0.001, Phi=0.13) with more ‘Gainline +’ 
(standardised residual: 7.31) and less ‘Gainline + Pener’ and ‘Gainline 
(standardised residual: -4.18 and -3.48).
60
50
b£
2  40
au
fc 30Qm
1 20 
£
10
H j £L
■ Case Team 
D Opposition
Ml
Gainline Gainline +Gainline +Gainline 0 Gainline - 
Break Penet
Gainline Type
Figure 3. Total percentage for team gainline during each tackle contest that 
has resulted in a try being scored at the end of phase play for the case team and 
their respective opposition (Gainline = Gainline Break Carrier has made a clean 
break through the defensive line, Gainline + Pener Carrier has made a break around 
the defensive line, Gainline + Carrier has gained ground from when the previous 
phase occurred, Gainline 0 Carrier has not gained or lost ground from when the 
previous phase occurred, Gainline - Carrier has lost ground from when the previous 
phase occurred).
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4.5. Gainline Type at the Tackle Contest for Case Team and the Opposition by Phase
At the tackle contest during phase 1-3 for the case team (Table 8) there were 
differences between phase and Gainline type (x (4)=78.55, /K0.001, Phi=0.16). 
Specifically, more ‘Gainline +’ were observed (standardised residual: 7.07) and less 
‘Gainline + Pener’ were performed (standardised residual: -3.29). This was 
replicated by the opposing teams (x (4)=52.49, /?<0.001, Phi=0.14) with players 
using ‘Gainline +’ more (standardised residual: 5.58).
Phase 4-6 were similar to phase 1-3, with more ‘Gainline +’ for the case team 
and their opposition (standardised residual: 4.63 and 4.00 respectively). The pattern 
for phase 7+ was also found to be similar for the case team (x (3)=12.25, /?<0.01, 
Phi=0.13) and the opposition ( j2(4)=1 1.86, p<0.05, Phi=0.10) with more ‘Gainline 
+ ’ (standardised residual: 2.83 and 2.57 respectively).
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4.6. Total Speed of Ball for the Case Team and Opposition when a Try is Scored
When the ball was recycled from the tackle contest (Figure 4) the case team showed 
differences between the types o f speed o f ball (^2(2)=37.02, /K0.001, Phi=0.12) with 
less ‘Slow’ deliveries (standardised residual: -4.97). The opposition also performed 
less ‘Slow’ speed of ball (standardised residual: -3.05).
■ Case Team 
D Opposition
Quick Average Slow
Speed of Ball
figure 4: Total percentage for speed of ball during each tackle contest that has 
resulted in a try being scored at the end of phase play for the case team and 
their respective opposition (Speed of Ball = Quick 0-2.5 seconds, Average 2.6-6 
seconds, Slow 6+ seconds).
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4.7. Speed of Ball by Phase for the Case team and Opposition during Tries Scored
Table 9 shown that for the case team there were differences between phase and speed 
of ball (x 2(2) = 32 .99, p<0.001, Phi=0.18) with more deliveries with ‘Quick’ speed of 
ball (standardised residual: 3.58) and less deliveries with ‘Slow’ speed o f ball 
(standardised residual: -4.41). However, the opposition only had one difference 
between their speed o f ball during phase 1-3 ( /2(2)=18.60, /?<0.001, Phi=0.13) with 
‘Slow’ speed o f ball having fewer deliveries (standardised residual: -3.51).
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4.8. Errors by the Case Team Preventing Tries being Scored
The case team committed 126 errors within the opposition 22m (Table 10). 
Differences were found between the phases (Z(2)=32.71, /?<0.001, Phi=0.13) with 
more errors in Phase 1-3 (standardised residual: 4.47) and less errors in Phase 7+ 
(standardised residual: -3.39). Within phase 1-3 (Z(4)=69.35, /?<0.001, Phi=0.24) 
and phase 4-6 (x (4)=26.57, p<0.001, Phi=0.19), the case team had more ‘Turnover 
Hand’ within the attacking 22m (standardised residual: 7.38 and 3.78 respectively).
Table 10: Comparison of the type of errors made at the end of phase play in
the oppositions’ 22m zone (Red Zone) that has prevented a try being scored
(frequency and percentage)
Frequency of 
errors during 
Phase 1-3 
(% Overall 
Errors)
Frequency of 
errors during 
Phase 4-6 
(% Overall 
Errors)
Frequency of 
errors during 
Phase 7+ 
(% Overall 
Errors)
Total
Turnover 10 11 6 27
Contact 37% 41% 22% 21%
Turnover 42 17 11 70
Hand 60% 24% 16% 56%
Turnover 4 4 3 11
Kick 36% 36% 28% 9%
Turnover 7 2 0 9
Touch 78% 22% 0% 7%
Turnover 8 1 0 9
Other 89% 11% 0% 7%
71 35 20 1 OAi otai 56% 28% 16% 1 ZO
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4.9. Type of Penalty Awarded preventing a Try being Scored
The case team (Table 11) were awarded more penalties than they conceded (n=51 vs.
'y
n=20; x  (1)=13.54,/?<0.001, Phi=0.19). There were differences in phase number and 
Penalty/FK For ( /2(2)=19.18,/?<0.001, Phi=01.8) with more penalties being awarded 
to the case team during Phase 1-3 (standardised residual: 3.40).
Table 11: Frequency and percentage of penalties/free kicks awarded and
conceded per phase when the case team enters opposition 22m zone (Red Zone) 
that has prevented a try being scored
Frequency of 
penalties during 
Phase 1-3 
(% Overall 
Penalties)
Frequency of 
penalties during 
Phase 4-6 
(% Overall 
Penalties)
Frequency of 
penalties during 
Phase 7+
(% Overall 
Penalties)
Total
Penalty/FK 31 14 6 51
For 61% 28% 12% 72%
Penalty/FK 7 8 5 20
Conceded 35% 40% 25% 28%
4.10. Tries Scored by Origin of Possession and Pitch Location
From the match sample the tries scored by the case team (Table 12) differed by 
origin of possession (x (4)=10.38,/?<0.05, Phi=0.04) with more tries from ‘Lineout’ 
(standardised residual: 2.85). Similarly, the number of tries scored by the opposition 
differed by origin of possession (x (4)=12.29, /><0.05, Phi=0.1) with more tries from 
‘Lineout’ (standardised residual: 2.28) and less tries from ‘Penalty’ (standardised 
residual: -2.25).
Differences were found between origin o f possession and pitch location in the 
‘Attacking 0-50m Zone’ for the case team ( /2(4)=12.84, /K0.05; Monte Carlo Test, 
p=0.014, Phi=0.2) with more tries from ‘Lineout’ (standardised residual: 3.18). 
Similarly, the number of tries scored in the ‘Attacking 22m-Try Line Zone’ differed
49
for the case team (^2(4)=10.14, /?<0.05, Phi=0.1) with less tries from ‘Kick 
Reception’ (standardised residual: -1.99). Overall the case team and their opposition 
scored more tries in the attacking 22m to try-line zone (ft=43) and the least amount 
of tries scored was in the defensive 0-50m zone (n=26).
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5. Discussion
This thesis aim examined the predictors o f success (tries scored) within a 
professional rugby union team across an entire Domestic and European season. This 
was achieved through two objectives. First the examination o f technical variables 
related to the contact area/tackle contest (e.g. strength in tackle, ball placement & 
tackle clearance) and related factors (e.g., possession, phases, gainline & speed of 
ball) was considered to identify characteristics associated with being dominant in the 
tackle contest and maintaining possession of the ball. The second objective 
investigated tactical behaviours (i.e., pitch location and origin of possession) in 
relation to try scoring. Specifically, to identify the location on the field where the try 
originated from, and whether the case team was more successful than the opposition 
in scoring tries from a particular area.
To investigate the thesis objectives, team performance profiles relating to 
success in rugby union were analysed using frequency, percentage data (Hughes & 
Bartlett, 2002) and statistical techniques to determine whether distributions of
variables differed from one another (Hughes et al., 2002). Although the existing
literature has documented the factors that are associated with successful performance 
and try scoring (e.g., Hughes & White, 1997; Jones et al., 2004; Laird & Lorimer, 
2004) no research has incorporated all aspects (i.e., specific rugby skills such as ball 
carries, tackle contest which have lead to tries and try scoring opportunities) o f rugby 
union to identify the successful attributes to try scoring.
5.1. Technical Indicators of the Tackle Contest for Tries Scored
Long and Hughes (2004) and Eaves and Hughes (2003) reported that the nature of 
rugby union has changed to a faster-paced game since professionalization with more
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ruck-dominated contests. The findings presented in this study have shown that 
players from the case team were tackled (tackle occurs when the ball carrier is held 
by one or more opponents and is brought to ground, IRB 2008) on more occasions 
than their opposition, van Rooyen et al. (2010) identified that a team creating more 
rucks would be likely to score more points than their opposition and therefore win 
the game. This study supports the assumptions made by van Rooyen et al. as the case 
team scored more tries and created more rucks than their opposition. Potter and 
Carter (2001) described a similar relationship with winning teams having a higher 
percentage of rucks in their analysis international level teams.
Attacking players are currently seen to deliberately engage in contact with the 
opponents to reduce the number of defenders for the next move (Quarrie & Hopkins,
2007). Therefore, it has been emphasised that when teams enter the tackle contest it 
is important to retain the ball. The results of this thesis have shown that the ball 
carrier is stronger in the contact than the defence as the case team and their 
opposition have more incidences in ‘Going Forward’ in the contact. McKenzie et al. 
(1989) identified that low body height and strong leg drive is a good technique to 
dominate the tackle contest. In addition, Wheeler and Sayers (2009) showed that 
when the ball carrier displayed high body height the defence turned the ball over at 
the breakdown. This is potentially why turnover contact is the second highest 
turnover type displayed by the case team. However, more research is required to 
identify if ‘Going Forward’ in the tackle contest has a positive outcome such as a 
line-break, tackle-break or an offload, as this can also have an influence on match 
performance (Wheeler & Sayers, 2009).
When the ball carrier is advancing the line in contact, the players have more 
control of the ball and therefore can place the ball at the back of the tackle contest
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ready for the acting scrum-half (Johnson, 2008). Players have adopted the ‘Arm 
Extended’ method on more occasions than ‘Squeeze’ and ‘Poor’. Biscombe and 
Drewett (1998) explained that keeping the ball away from the defence allows a 
dynamic and fast ruck to produce an early ball which in turn allows the team to 
launch an attack against an unorganised defence.
5.2. Possession and Tries Scored per Phase
It was hypothesised that more tries would be scored during the first three phases by 
the case team and their opposition. The findings concurred with the hypothesis and 
showed that the majority o f possession and tries scored for the case team and their 
opposition were during phase one and two, whilst possession and tries during phase 
eight, nine and ten were less. Lim et al. (2011) found that 67% of try scoring 
occurred from three Team Attacking Superiority (TAS) periods or less (TAS is a 
scoring system that could predict try scoring in rugby union), hence it appears easier 
for a team to sustain attacking dominance with the likelihood o f converting the 
possession into points. On the other hand, Lim et al. also explained that increasing 
the number o f passes would either force the team to make mistakes or increase the 
chance of the opposition to create a turnover due to good defensive skills. The 
findings in the present thesis regarding the number o f errors and penalties the case 
team conceded in the attacking 22m zone that prevented a try being scored show that 
the majority o f errors and penalties occurred within the first three phases. 
Subsequently, there is a higher probability to score tries through higher number of 
phases (Hughes & Franks, 2005). The likelihood o f scoring points would increase if 
the attacking team sustained higher number o f TAS periods (Lim et al., 2011).
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The findings of this thesis, and those of extant rugby research, relating to 
the num ber of tries scored in each phase of possession has parallels with 
findings in o ther invasion games. For example, within association football, Reep 
and Benjamin (1968) reported  tha t 80% of goals originated from possession of 
th ree  or fewer passes. This reflects the findings of this thesis w here the m ajority 
of tries (67% for the case team  and 57% for the opposition) w ere scored from 
possession comprising three  or fewer phases. However, when consideration is 
given to the total num ber of possessions with a given phase length (see Table 7) 
it is evident tha t possession with more phases can be as effective in producing 
tries as the shorter possessions. This replicates the findings of Hughes and 
Franks (2005) who argue tha t the data of Reep and Benjamin (1968) was 
methodologically flawed and used data from World Cup association football to 
show th a t longer possessions (i.e. more passes) w ere no less effective in 
producing goals.
5.3. Team Gainline during Tries Scored
It was hypothesised that the more gainline made by the case team the more likely a 
try would be scored. Whether a team can successfully or unsuccessfully break 
through their opposition defensive line can determine the outcome of a rugby match 
(Sayers & Washington-King, 2006). The results of the current study indicate that 
during the phases o f play ‘Gainline +’ is the main indicator for a team gainline when 
a try has been scored. Wheeler et al. (2010) emphasised that line breaks were 
associated with scoring tries in the next phase, but during this study ‘Gainline Break’ 
was one o f the indicators with low percentages in relation to try scoring. Although 
‘Gainline Break’ has a small percentage against their opposition the success rate is
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high (65%). Diedrick et al. (2011) stated although line-breaks are effective way in 
scoring tries it does not necessarily win the team matches.
5.4. Speed of Ball during Tries Scored
When the ball becomes available from the tackle contest it was hypothesised that 
quicker the speed of ball there is an increased opportunity to score. The time it takes 
for the ball to become available when the ball carrier has gone to ground affects the 
ability of the team to attack (Johnson, 2008). Prim et al. (2006) stated that a ‘quick 
ball’ from the tackle contest usually takes less than three seconds and reduces the 
time the defensive team have to organise for the next phase, thus providing gaps, or 
weak inside shoulders for the attacking team to take advantage of. However, when 
the performance indicators were being agreed with the coaches and analysts ‘quick 
ball’ was defined as less than 2.5 seconds, therefore the attacking team will have a 
greater chance o f playing against an unorganised defence and increase the chance of 
making gainline and scoring tries.
During this thesis quick and average speeds of ball have higher frequencies 
but the slow ball was higher during phase 1 -3 for the opposition and quick ball was 
higher for the case team. Overall, during phase 4-6 and 7+ no differences were found 
between the case team and their opposition. As a result, ‘quick’ speed of ball is not a 
specific characteristic o f try scoring for the case team as the opposition teams’ also 
displayed similar characteristics. It may be suggested that the case team may have a 
higher tempo of play and the style of attack is the key to scoring more tries than their 
opposition, therefore it is not always necessary to have ‘quick ball’ from the tackle 
contest and maybe it is over-emphasised in existing coaching manuals (Johnson,
2008) and through rugby commentary.
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5.5. Pitch Locations and Origin of Tries Scored and Conceded
In this study, it was hypothesised that possession gained within the opponents half 
and from Lineout was a predictor o f try scoring. The results indicated that 76% of 
tries originated within the opponents half (yellow and green zones) and 41% of those 
tries were scored from possession gained within the opponents 22m line (zone 
green). Laird and Lormier (2004) found that 75% of tries came from possession 
gained within the opponents half and 39% of tries came from possession gained 
within the 22m line. However, it is not surprising that the number of tries scored is 
higher within the 22m area as it is the closest sector o f the field to the try line. 
Therefore, it is difficult to identify and make recommendations on what type o f play 
is more effective. Consequently, during this study further analysis was conducted on 
the origin of possession to identify if  it has any influence on try scoring.
The analysis conducted in this study showed that tries were predominantly 
scored from ‘Lineout’ (37% by case team and 36% by opposition) and ‘Turnover’ 
(17% by case team and 24% by the opposition). Although, the statistics were similar 
for the case team and the opposition it was unexpected to find that the case team 
conceded more tries from possession gained from Lineout and Turnover in the 
‘Attacking 50-22m’ area (Zone Yellow) than the ‘22m to try line’ area (Zone Green). 
Sasaki et al. (2007) reported that more tries were scored from lineouts, scrum and 
tackle turnover. With teams scoring 20% of tries from turnover, this may be as a 
result of a strong defensive system, specifically when possession is gained from 
turnover in the opponents half it can increase the chance of a try being scored (Laird 
& Lorimer, 2004; Sasaki et al., 2007). This may be the reason why the case team has 
conceded more tries from the 50m to 22m area.
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5.6. Summary
Overall the results of the technical indicators for the case team and the opposition 
have shown that more tries are scored during phase one and two. The results suggest 
that during each phase teams are required to be stronger in the tackle contest by 
‘Going Forward’, presenting the ball away from the contact (arm extended) and 
ensuring supporting players are securing the ball by using the ‘Inside/Outside clean’ 
method to be successful. Finally, team Gainline was another important factor for the 
case team and their opposition in scoring tries with ‘Gainline +’ being most effective. 
With regard to the tactical indicators, the findings have shown that scoring tries were 
more successful from gaining possession from the opponents’ half for the case team. 
Therefore, gaining possession closer to the try line increase the opportunity to score. 
Overall, tries were predominantly scored from ‘Lineout’ and ‘Turnover’ by the case 
team and their opposition, however the case team conceded more tries from the 50- 
22m zone.
5.7. Limitations and Future Directions
Although this study has identified the variables, and thus performance profile, that 
are associated with try scoring, it may be beneficial to examine how this profile is 
influenced by the specific defensive structures that were employed by teams (e.g., 
man on man, blitz and drift defence). Future research within try scoring should 
continue to look at specific rugby skills that lead to try scoring opportunities in 
particular the tackle contest and the events which occur around the contact such as 
tackle and line breaks (Sayers & Washington-King, 2005) but also examine 
defensive performances (e.g., missed tackles, numbers in defensive tackle contest,
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turnovers) as Sasaki et al. (2007) suggested that defence is critical to the success of a 
team.
The analyses used in this thesis were frequency and percentages with chi- 
square tests of significance. This was complemented with the analysis of 
standardised residuals and Phi to specifically determine the differences between 
observed and expected frequencies. Additionally, to account for the sparseness’ of 
data the Monte Carlo test (including simulated p  values) were used.
Although these procedures were appropriate for the data analysis carried out 
in this study, it is acknowledged that future study could extend the research by using 
longlinear modelling to examine higher-order interactions of variables (see Nevill, 
Atkinson, Hughes & Cooper, 2002) such as analysing three or more categorical 
variables (e.g., for this study we could have analysed speed of ball versus phase 1-3, 
phase 4-6 and phase 7+ rather than just analsying speed of ball versus 1 type o f 
phase). Logistical regression/logit modeling (see Taylor, Mellalieu, James & Barter, 
2010; Taylor, Mellalieu, James & Shearer, 2008) could also be used to determine the 
prediction of an outcome variable (e.g. tries scored) as a function o f a given situation 
(e.g., match played at home, against stronger opposition etc). While there are 
advantages to using such techniques these are potentially outweighed by the need for 
large datasets. Given that this study was restricted to match footage provided by the 
case team it was not possible to increase the sample size. Even if  additional match 
footage could have been accessed this would have been from a different season and 
introduce additional complications such as player turnover and changes to training, 
tactics etc that may lead to differences in performance between seasons (e.g. see 
O'Donoghue, 2001; Taylor et al. 2010).
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Additional limitations that should also be considered for future research are 
the influence of environmental conditions. The weather and the condition of the pitch 
can affect the way teams play and can influence the running, passing and kicking 
strategies of the game (e.g. Thein, 1995; Lee & Garraway, 2000; Laird & Lorimer, 
2004). Future research should therefore seek to examine technical/tactical rugby 
performance indicators by considering the weather and pitch conditions and how 
would this affect the number of rucks, handling errors, ball in play time and how 
points are scored.
During this study a case team was examined in detail compared with an 
aggregated dataset comprising their opposition. By compiling all the opponents’ 
information together it is difficult to identify the different styles of play teams use. 
Therefore, in the future it may be better to consider all the teams within the 
Domestic/European competition individually (Jones, James & Mellalieu, 2008). This 
will provide additional information on how the variables differ between each team 
(i.e., identify how the case team play compared to a specific opposition team rather 
than comparing the case team and an amalgamation of all other teams they played). 
For example, Garganta, Maia and Basto (1997) utilised this approach in football, 
where five European teams were observed and hand-notated. The analysis was 
conducted separately for each category o f observation as Porto and Barcelona had 
between 11 and 16 games while the other team only had 5 to 7 games. Although the 
data sample was small, the study was able to provide specific characteristics for each 
team. However, despite these results, this approach to data analysis remains the 
exception o f the rule in research literature relating to team-based invasion games.
Finally, during the reliability study one match was used to test the accuracy 
and validity of the system. Although 100% was reached for intra-observer
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agreement, this result may be flawed because the number of actions coded for each 
variable may have been limited. Therefore it is suggested that more games are used 
during the reliability testing to ensure that all variables are tested appropriately 
(Hughes, 2004).
5.8. Practical Implications
From a practical perspective, the results relating to possession and phases indicate 
that majority of tries were scored within the first three phases which concurs with the 
results by Laird and Lorimer (2004). However, the number o f turnovers and penalties 
were also the highest during the first three phases. Indeed this is a common view that 
the majority of possessions are likely to also consist of relatively few phases (Hughes 
& Franks, 2005). Nonetheless, this may suggest that if  the attacking team can sustain 
possession without conceding turnovers the defensive team could fatigue under 
pressure, which will then result in points being scored. This could have implications 
for the development of training programmes with coaches ensuring that sessions are 
at high intensity and defending for long periods so that players are able to manage 
the pressure and also have the fitness to keep defending.
The technical indicators o f the tackle contest prior to tries being scored has 
shown that ‘Going Forward’ in the tackle, presenting the ball away from the defence 
(arm extended) and clearing defensive players from the ruck (inside and outside 
clean) are all effective methods for retaining the ball. As a result, coaches should 
focus on training the correct technique as stated by McKenzie et al. (1989). 
Specifically, low body height and strong leg drive is a good technique to implement 
to help dominate the tackle contest and therefore, more likely to win matches (van 
Rooyen et al., 2010).
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The findings related to pitch location of tries and origins o f possession 
suggest that many tries were scored from turnover within the attacking half o f the 
pitch. From a practical perspective, teams need to spend less time within their half of 
the field as turnover situations can change the competitiveness and continuity 
dynamics o f the rugby game (Sasaki et al., 2007). This may be achieved by having a 
strong kicking game, if  teams are able to kick the ball into the attacking half o f the 
field more time would be spent near the try line, which can then increasing scoring 
opportunities. As large differences were found from lineout and turnover possession, 
emphasis should be placed on the coaching the attack and defence of these areas in 
future training sessions.
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£ 2om 1 €*mi Lfrom i nwo.t
J PI r 3 Cun im • S Sta: e Pena tf ‘TK Trf
A 2cm I G*u*i 2 1 from Prrultr
i PI ; a Call nr 4 i Gen; r*; 2 A— I »:»*: 3 . nucf dun 3 CueuAr Gear a ;t.:.
6 P2 i a Can |m 3 i Start 2 A— iatr: 3 luci dun 3 Cuaitta Caar a A,-na;r
7 P3 i 5 Can im 2 1 ; rv«: 3 Luki dun 3 Cteust Cc jr * A^ f»;r
1 P4 i 4 CMtCm ■ i Gdi; t r.: 2 A— 3 liuta dun 3 CutiB* Gear AQUik
3 PI i 4 CUllIM 2 i S:a:c 2A--:aM*r 3 TiUCf ‘dun 3 OUakto Gear A S £-»
ID P6 __i_ I Tlipc.'®- Kec
:i 2c if 2 ro a*. i I from Lnaajt
i y PI 3 __a Celt Im 2 1 Start 2 A— 3 Tnuci dun 3 CueuM G cur a c;ua<
is P2 2 i Tumow K c*
2cm 2 TO D** 3 . from moa.:
35 p. 4 i P*rji:,iT«( r=r
ID 2cif 1 liar I . from L nro.t
17 PI 5 4 CWi tM 2 1 Gan; r*: 2 A— iatr: 3 'iiKi daui 3 Cueuca G cur A Ql. >.
:d P2 3 4 <2411 IM 2 i Gan;ru: 2 A— 3 TiUCa dun 3 CueuCt Gcur a Arit»;i
19 PI 2 2 Tifrc.c- K e< ■Tun im IrrjL
*0 2cm i r.tfi 3 1 from . rua.t
£ 1 PI a CUllIM 3 i Gali; rut: 2 A”  Iatr-; 3: iu-:r dui 3 Gun *3f C cur Peru, tf'T *: r :r
£2 2cm 1 Gwi * . from l non.:
£1 P. 7 3 Can nr 2 I fcrr-rarn; TureMr T:ut*
£A 2cm 3 I from Lime.:
25 PI i 2 1 State TLfrwv** Tete-
2D 2cm ! v > A 1 from ■-•rjy.Tr
27 P. 9 4 CUllIM 4 PCM* 1 Gen; r*r 2 A— rat*-: 3 Cnilei dun 3 CucuCf Gcur A :.
2B P2 4 i Tltovu' here
29 2cm i c.-*-* •< i from - r*»_:
JO PI n 4 Gan im 4 I Stare 2 A— Iatr-: 3 Tiuei ‘dun 3 Cueuac Gcur a
Jl P2 5 4 Gali Im ■* I Gan;'a: 2 A— 3 ' io:r Ckn 3 Cu;i*3* Gcur A Qutfc
12 P3 3 A■2alilM • i Stare Peru. tfTa; Cftftt: Ttmarro- Certnt
15 2cm 2 tv t>» S i from -roicr
J* PI 11 4 ujiitir 2« jL 1 Srar; 2 A— lati-t 3 ii>tr dun 3 Gueua« G cur a
11 P2 4 4 CuniM • I Gen;r a: 3 Ca-tuec C ear * A.'»->;i
It. PI 4 1 Cun Im 4 1 Gaii; ra: 2 A— Iatr*: 3 CueiiM C ear A T*
17 P* 2 ->Peru :f >T K r zt •2411 IM 2
IB 2oir 1 C.'wi from Scrum
19 Pt 12 a Cun im 4 i Gen;ra: 2 A— Iatr-: 3 ii>:r dun 3 CuriiM G cur A
•40 P2 ijf 4 Cun im : I Stat e 2 A—r rati*: 3 iatr dun 3 Cuaui G cur a(Jlx
•41 PI I a Cun nr • 1 Start 2 A— lati’t 3 Ciuei dun 3 Ci£U» G cur aSc*
42 Pa 3 i Cain nr : I Gaii; ra: 2 A— Tatf-t 3 n>:r daun 3 CuetM G cur a Ar* •*; r
45 PI nX 3 Cun im • i Stare PwurtftTK r;r
4* 2ct# 4 Jx: 1 from i( z< ftasax rr
■44 PI 13 2 CuniM lire*. TO-
4b 2cm 2 rv :•» 6 from Strum
47 PI 14 Cun lit 2 l Stare 2 A— lati-e 3 Titter dun 3 Cuausr G cur a Qa.sk
48 P2 1 4 Cun nr !«jl 1 State 2 A— rati-e 4. Qi.Sc
49 PI ___^ A■Tun nt 4 i State 2 A— ratr-e A Qlibc
10 M * 4 Cui 1 1M 4 i State 2 A— Ittf-e 3: ittec dut 3 Ctr.xxM G cur a Qa. rk
11 PI 3 [1mi
12 2cm i r.Mi 7 . from in«c.:
11 ■\ ii 2 Cun iif 4 TO*
1* 2cm L ,1 1 from ldm.:
Si P. !S 4 Cun im 2 I State 2 A— !»:t-e 3 TnttCi dun 3 CutiiM G cur a A.-na;r
SD p; 9 4 cuniM 4 I Gali; ra: 2 A— Tatn: 3 Titter dun 3 CutiKM Gcur a  S o w
57 pi * 2 CUIIIM 4 T5-
IB 2cm ] Mn 4 . ftom 7. mew
59 Pi 171 4 Cunii# ■ i Refrain; 2 A— Tati-: 3 Titter dun 3 Cueue* G car A  Arf**;!
t o P2 M 2 Cun im 2-ncjL TO*
*1 2cm J Two* 7 : from l r*oo.t
42 'PI 15 44 CuniM ImtjL TO*
45 2cm i r.Mfi 4 from Scrum
*4 PI 11 2 CuniM 4 1 Gaii; ra:
41 P2 11 4 ‘2411 IM 4 1 State 2 A*— Tatf *: 3 Titter dui 3 Gueusf G cur A  QlutX
4b P* 4 4 CuniM 2 i State 2 A— Iat*-: 3 Titter dun 3 Cv.*ti»3f G cur A  Arf»;f
4 7 Pi A 4 CuniM • I State 2 A— rati*: 3 Titter dun 3 Cu:i*Sf G cur A  Arf •»;!
4B Pi ■a Cui* im  4 TO*
49 2cm 1 u I from i r*s*i.:
70 Pi M 4 Cun nt Icrx* TO*
71 2ci* 2 iv* o-* a 1]f r o m  i i m c . :
71 PI > • a * •94 CuniM :«xi TO*
75
70
Appendix 3 -  Inter-reliability by the author
<> A ... * 0 _ ‘ . ' « ■
J onager*
Hlh
Innanca
liKnMn deocrioiari
"7 2oyt liffi . from i. r-x>.:
i PI 1 3 ili*n  . : Sue ■ pm* tf'T»; r zt
4 2o>r: r.'wi * __I rrom Prral:r
5 pi 2 1 ■Ha< *; m 4 l Con; r*r 2 A~ r«ti-: 3 IndSi Oun 3 Ci£i*M Cam •*■ Quk
6 92 I I { inn# 2 1 Sta:: 7 Am T<:r-: 3 liucr Own 3 Cicucif C car * An-*;r
7 P3 j I S Golf nr 3 I Con;r»s 3 liuoi Oon 3 Ousuoi C ear * An**;*
S P* __l_ 4 Cdii ix ■ I Con;t+ : 2 A— lati-: 3 Iiiki Qaun 3 0ua*3f Cc ar * 1 •
J PS 1 6 Cadi Ik 3 i S:»:c 2 A— Eati-: 3 Iiuoi Own 3 Cisuor C car a San
2D Pi __l_ __I TLrrovo' K f<
:i 2 c n  2 r»: s<~ 1 from LfwBat
12 PI 3 6 GMilia >3 i State 2 A— taia-o 3 LiaMa Owi 3 Cuum C car * Quck
IS 92 2 I Ti.msy#- Kc<
14 2 c it 2 r* cm 7 I from L r+o.:
:i PI 4 1 Pm* tpiTiC Tzr
ID Ja w 3 M*» r 1 fra-n im>.:
-.7 PI s 4 i n  I-m 3 1 Con; ra: 2 A— r.:t-: 3 iu-:r Own 3 ClcuO* Ccar ■
:b P2 3 4 Gali iv 3 1 Cali; rii: 2 A— lata-: 3 i'>:r Oftin 3 Ouai4« C car * An-*;r
P3 2 2 Turnr*- *. c* ■in iif iftji
20 2«n L r.-cci 3 1 from im .:
21 PI 4 1- r  3 1 Con;r a: 2 A— Siti-s 3 : iiicr Own 3 Gucuof Ccar Pm* tf Ta: T or
22 2<31f I “.•**! 4 1 from L rao.t
23 pi 7 __3 atiin 3 I fort-ratr-; Ti.n>i.«- T:ut*
i* Jaw 7 re om 3 1 from L rvAa.:
21 PI 3 2 i State Tur-rf*- Tiac*
2D 2-1'f ! w ». 4 I from -ro^ cr
27 PI 9 4 ■ill nr 4 Pan#- 1 Con;r a: 2 A— lit*-; 3 : iu-:r Own 3 Cifuaf C car * Qu w
2B P2 4 : TUncrar isino
29 2oif L Swi S i from . r<r-j .:
ID p: i: 4 Gali m 4 I Sure 2 A*~* !atr*; 3 Iniaoi Omi 3 Olouoi Ccar * Ql*
Jl P2 5 4 i n  n# 4 I Con; 7a: 2 A— Tati-: 3 IluWi Own 3 CisiH4 C car * Qu&c
12 PI 3 4 i l l  |->f • 1 Stars Prrjtp'TiC Cr^ s^r: Tcrroro* Csrtact
is 2ot 7 s~ S i from '.•rij'.rr
1* Pl 11 4 Ctriif Inra* I Sta: c 2 A*— !rti-; 3 Inuor ‘Own 3 Ci-iiiOf C car * Qi- k
IS P2 Ainn# ■ 1 Con;r a: 3 Cmur Clear * An->;i
ID P3 * s i n  n* 4 i Coli; 7a: 2 A— !rtt■: 3 Cm»M C ur * Qaait
17 P* 2 Prrj tfiTK rsf i n  nt 3
IB 2-3 if __( i from Cr-.rjT,
19 Pi 17 4 'jinin 4 1 Con;r a: 2 A— litre 3 :iia:i Out 3 Ciatuoi C car * i;%*»
40 92 4( 6 Can nr 3 1 Sta: e 2 A— r»;r-: 3 luor 'Own 3 iXcuOi C car * Qm w
41 P3 S 4 i n  Ik ■ i Sta: s 2 A— 3 i io-ii Own 3 Ctruoi C car 4  Son
42 P* 3 4 Gaii nr 3 I Con;7*; 2 A— r.tt-: 3 : it*:i Omi 3 Cvsud* C car * Art-*;r
45 PS 2 3 inn* ■ I Stats PtrJtfTairsf
4* 2-aii 4 Ij: I __l_from K :< Arr«r.:r
45 Pi 13 n4 i n  i-H 2rrji TBfi
4b 2-s-f 7 w -- 4 from Scnvn
4 7 Pi 14 4 ■in nr 3 i Sta: s 2 A— :«:**: 3 Ini*0 r Omi 3 Cisum C car * Ql. &c
4B 92 d Ai n  in I-real 1 Sta: s 2 A— Tati-: * Qci rv:
49 9 3 Ai n  nr 4 1 Stats 2 A— rata-: * »
SO P* A ~ i i n  nr 4 I Stats 2 A— Satr-: 3 : ittci Owi 3 Cwsuoi C car
SI PS 3 L T>-
s i 2-an L S'Ki 7 L fram i w .:
S3 Pi IS 2 ’i l l  I lf  4 TRi
s i 2m Sff i d 1 from m*3.:
ss 9 . 14 4 inn# 3 I Stats 2 A— Iatr-: 3 In MO i Own 3 Cuu*3* Ccar * An**;i
Sb 92 ■i 4 i i i  in 4 1 Con;7a: 2 A— Iatr-: 3 luor Omi 3 CkjziKh C car * S oar
S7 93 7 * i l l  iif 4 TP-
SB 2 c it 3 14>r A I from ".rrowr
S9 Pi • 1 4 i n  lit • l fcrriatr*; 2 A— rati-: 3 : iiasi ‘Own 3 CwsuOf C ear ■4 Art-»;r
to 92 i 7 2 i l l  I'M !«jl TBi
41 2c i t  7 Y» Dn 1 from . oh.:
42 Pi 14 2 i n  iif irca* TP-
4 5 2aif i. <&*n 9 1 from Scram
44 Pi 19 ■n■4 i n  nf 4 1 Con;r a:
41 92 11 4 i n  iif 4 i Stats 2 A— rati-: 3 liuoi Omi 3 Cuuisi C car
4b 9* -J 4 i l l  Hr 3 I Stats 2 A— rati-: 1 luor Own 3 Cvojsi C car ■4 Art-*;r
4 7 PS A 4 i l l  nr • I Stats 2 Am rati-: 3 jiitor Omi 3 Cuiw C car * Art’*;r
46 P4 n4 2 i l l  m 4 TPi
49 2oir I C.-cci i 2 1 from . ro-s.t
70 Pi ?: 2 ■in nr (ml TSi
7 L 2oir 7 d V from „ r*#o.t
72 PI 11  4  - 2 'ill Ilf IflCjl TP'
73
71
Appendix 4 -  Inter-reliability by the 2nd coder (discrepancy highlighted in yellow)
<> A . 1 c ............ 0 ........ . * L W
3 catcher?
Mth
Inrtanci
4ii<n»dn •dcatr.ztara
I 2 s t f  L r. i I r from - r-ao.:
i PI L j con*M • 1 Guit Prnnif-Ti: f ;r
A L ‘i'HI 2 i from Prrahf
5 Pt i 4 Can 4 m 4 1 Cav; r*: 2 A— 1 »:r-■ 0 : lucr ‘Dun 3 CuoiM C car * Qia bt
4 P2 __l_ 4 Cun iv 2 1 5:«c 2 A— Tim-; 0 Muar -Dui 3 Cvnucc C car * Ai-r-»;r
M pi . 5 GMa ITT 2 1 Cai; f a: J . luer Oui 0 CuoiSr C car * A , -r ■ »■; r
a P* 1 4 con IM ■ I Cav; r*: 2 a— rm-c 3 Lmlei ‘Dun 3 Cieu&r C c ar
1 P5 I __« GMiIm L 1 5 m: c 2 A— CiM-r J Lnucii Ofcn 3 Cucuer Gear 4 Staa
ID Ptt I Terror.’*' K c<
it ’■sir J rtt cm 1
__
1 from L r«o.:
12 PI J a Cdi-I IT* 2 1 Suit 2 A— r«:r-: 0 In uc r <Dun 3 CuMiac Gear * Qu»
is P2 J . Tlfnaw a. t  *
i* ! r«i<CM 2 t from i oo»3.t
Li PL a __t PWfi*‘TK r:r
lb 7om J 24a* I i fMTi 1r-oo.:
17 PL 5 4 COH I'M 2 I Gen; t a= 2 A— 0 Lnutfr Dui 3 Ctsuor G car * QiaK
LB P7 J 4 Can I'M 2 I Cflv; r*; 2 A— Imr: J iiicr >Dun 3 Cuaasr G ur * Artijr
39 P5 2 2 Timor*' nt* Can im 2rr j4
20 2ow L ri-W! J __l_from .r«.:
21 PL 4 4 Caii 4 m 2 1 Can; ra: 2 A— r«:r-r J :nu:r Dun 3 Ci.*.iK4 Gear Pcra rr iTK Tzt
22 ’■iw L Clwi 4 i from lr»*o.i
2 5 PI 7 j can im : L fe*:-rii n; TLmaw#’ T:lc*
2* 2-3 t t  : tel to* 1 | from im .:
25 PL ___l_ 2 1 Giiit T l m.v*' T:ic-
2b 2*m 2 r-o- c~. A . fr<3T. "arrowr
27 Pi 0 4 Gan I'M 4 P*M* i Got*; ra: 2 A*- :«:r-z J n>:r Oun 3 Cucuar G car * QuSi
2B P2 A i Turorar rare
29 2411 L r.NWT 5 “Tj from L i»3.:
JO Pt to 4 Gann* 4 1 Suit 2 A— r.if-z 3 Liuci Dui 3 Guuiwr Gear * Qiuac
Jl P2 5 4 Gan nr 4 i Can;rAr 2 A— Ii:*-: J Liuer -Dun 3 Guuasr G c a r * Q*. r*.
J2 PJ J A ■Can nr • 1 G:a: : Ptr^ :rT»( C = *r*crz TLrr>y.«- C;r:ac:
» 2 'itr 2 r< ©■* 5 [1from-r^ -.icr
14 Pi 11 4 Can nr 2-reaA 1 Suit 2 A*- Iin-: 3 Liuer <Dun 3 CuaMc Gear * Qn- zx.
55 P2 4 A Can nr • i Con;ra: J Cteuar C car * AiM-»;r
Jb P3 A 5 Cdiriir 4 I Cc4>; ra: 2 A— Ifii-: J Cvaur C car *
J7 P* 2 A' Pcra jf‘TK ror Gali Im 2
JB 241t L ."I’M! 4 from G-:ram
JO Pi i ? 4 Coil Im 4 1 Gen;rAZ 2 A— r.ir-: J imr Dun 3 Ctraur G car ■fc Qtirtc
■40 P2 •i 4 ■Gan nr 2 1 Suit 2 A— liir-: J . iuar Dun 3 Cuaiaf G car * Qi. ifc
41 PJ 5 4 Can nr ■ 1 Gin : 2 A— r*:r-: 3 iiMr Dun 3 CucuM G car * G BH
42 P* J 4 Can nt 2 1 Coin; Ta; 2 A— 0 Lnilcr Dun 3 0»Aiior G car * Arc-*;r
45 P5 A 0 con nr • 1 Giii c Psna if'TiC T:r
44 2in 4 S/; I from •: :< Sr rear. :r
■44 Pi 1 J 2 COn nr 2-nra4 TB'
4b JVsir 2 ro c~» 4 i from Gcram
47 Pi 14 4 Can nr L I Gil! c 2 A— r»:r-: 3 nu:r Dun 3 Gvcum Gear *
4B P2 a A con im i«ij 1 Gil! e 2 A— tisn: C|_ ZK
40 PJ 4 A OHilir 4 1 Giii : 2 A— liir-: *
50 P* A 4 1Cdii nr 4 i Gil! ii 2 A— 3 imr 'Dui 3 Cicuar G car * Qt A
5 I PS J 1 Tm
52 201* . ■1 . from Ln«.:
5 5 Pi 15 2 Can im 4 un
54 7-nr L r.'wi a r \ from L rao.:
55 Pt 14 4 Can n« 2 1 Gilir 2 A— liir-: 3 Liu:r -Dun 3 Cua»< G car * Arr-*;r
5b P2 0 4 Gan nr 4 1 Can; raz 2 A— Ira-: 3 : iiki ‘Dui 3 Cuaisr G car 4 Sine
57 PJ 7 2 Gan 4 m 4 THi
5B 2 4 V  J 24ar A 1 from "rover
59 Pi 17 4 Can im • 1 fcri'tii r>; 2 A— r«:r-: 3 ii>:r Dui 3 Ccuia G car * Am-*;i
40 P2 12 2 Ganiir 2« j4 T3-
41 2-3 if 2 r< o- ■1 l l from l rwa.i
42 Pi IS A Can nr 2cea*. TOi
43 2-air L L'mi 9
19
from SrcrjTi
tJ . Pi 2 Can im 4 1 Gan; r*:
45 P2 11 4 Can nr 4 1 Giiic 2 A— 3 ii>:r Dun 3 Ci/.aa G car ■* QfaSt
44. P* S 4 Can nr 2 1 Giitc 2 A— Eriirc 3 Lnucr Dui 3 Gvmsr C car * A»o-*;f
47 P5 A it Can im • 1 Gil! c 2 A— r«:r-: 3 Lnucr Dun 3 Ciena* G car * Arc-oji
4fl P4 2 Can nr 4 T9-
40 2*3 M . ".'Hi 12 1 from ir*o.i
70 Pi A • 1 Can nr ircal TP»f
71 2-3 M 2 re D-. 3 t from i  raaai
72 PI nA - %A Can nr Inra! TP*
75 2-air 2 r-> o - SI from. rv-s-:
74 Pl A - A COnnt 2ml TP*
72
